NC General Statute in your trash can, recycle bin, you aluminum and recycle them? What is my role in caring for those generations that follow? What are we responsible for and its living creatures? It is illegal to dispose of aluminum and plastic bottles/containers in landfills? NC General Statute § 130A-309.10. If you put them in your trash can, instead of a recycle bin, you are violating the law! Your carbon footprint has 2 components: (1) The carbon emissions you create directly by consuming energy (transportation, heating/cooling your home, etc.) and (2) “secondary” emissions created in the extraction and disposal of products you consume daily. According to the US Energy Information Agency, household carbon emissions have more than tripled since 1950.

DECEMBER / JANUARY 2016

DECEMBER / JANUARY JEWISH VALUE:
Tikkun Olam – Repair the world - Reduce your carbon footprint

This month’s challenge focuses on repairing the world, literally, by taking steps to reduce our Carbon Footprint, or the impact we have on the earth as we go about our daily lives. Families can calculate their current carbon footprints and learn about steps they can take to make their footprints smaller.

READING LIST FOR CHILDREN:
• The New 50 Simple Things Kids Can Do To Save the Earth, by Rabbi Dovey Peretz Elkins
• Claiming Earth as Common Ground, The Ecological Crisis through the Lens of Faith, by Rabbi Andrea Cohen-Kiener
• The Jewish Sourcebook on the Environment and Ecology, by Ronald H. Isaacs
• The Way into Tikkun Olam, by Rabbi Eliot N. Dorff, PhD

READING LIST FOR ADULTS:
• Simple Actions for Jews to Help Green the Planet, by Rabbi Andrea Cohen-Kiener
• The Splendor of Creation: A Biblical Ecology, by Rabbi Elliot N. Dorff
• The Jewish Sourcebook on the Environment and Ecology, by Ronald H. Isaacs
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